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Introduction. It has been known for some time that on a complex

infinite-dimensional Hubert space there exist invertible operators

without square roots, indeed without roots of any order, which there-

fore do not belong to the range of the exponential function. A first

class of examples of such operators was described by Halmos, Lumer,

and Schäffer [3]: the space considered was the separable Hubert

space of all complex-valued functions defined, analytic, and square-

summable on a domain D of the complex plane (with the ZAnorm) ;

the operator was the analytic position operator A defined by (A<p) (z)

= z</>(z), zGD. It was shown that A is invertible and lacks a square

root (indeed, a root of any order) if and only if D surrounds the

origin but does not contain it. Halmos and Lumer [2] used the con-

cept of multiplicity to show that the analytic position operator for

such D is an interior point (in the norm topology for operators) of

the set of invertible operators without roots.

Recently, Deckard and Pearcy [l] described another class of in-

vertible square-root-less operators on a separable Hubert space; the

spectral properties of these operators are quite different from those

of the operators discussed in [3] and [2]. We shall not be concerned

with this class of examples in this paper.

Root-less operators are beginning to be used in various contexts:

we mention, in particular, the disproof by Massera and Schäffer

[5, p. 92], of an extension to Hubert space of Floquet's Theorem on

periodic differential equations. It appears that more information

about such operators and more flexibility in their choice is desirable.

To take the analytic position operator, for instance: there is of course

some latitude in the choice of the domain D, but the description of the

operator in terms of an orthonormal basis is awkward even in the

simplest case, when D is an annulus centred at the origin, and quite

unmanageable in other cases; besides, this description can not be

"perturbed" or altered in any prescribed way as the application in

hand might require. We remark, however, that the original definition

has the advantage of making almost obvious the spectral structure

that ensures the lack of roots.
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Another point deserves notice. In [5] the authors asserted, some-

what light-heartedly, that if A is the analytic position operator for

an annulus, then "the proof in" [3] "may be modified to show that,

indeed" Ah has no 2hth root for any positive integer h. This is in

fact true, but does not now seem quite so obvious to the present

author as it did then. In [l], Deckard and Pearcy also remark,

apropos of a square-root-less invertible operator 5 such that B2 has

no fourth root, "This shows that invertible operators can have roots

of some order without having roots of all orders."

In this paper we first strengthen a particular case of the main re-

sult (Theorem 6) in [2 ] to show that operators of the kind described

in the last paragraph can be made "to order," and actually constitute

sets with interior points. We then describe, in terms of an orthonormal

basis, a class of operators, sufficiently flexible for applications, that

are invertible and root-less, and whose powers have roots of only the

obvious orders. This class happens to contain the analytic position

operator of every annulus centred at the origin.

Spectra and multiplicity. We recall a few pertinent concepts and

properties mentioned in [3] and [2]. Let H be a complex Hubert

space, and let A be an operator on H, A* the adjoint operator. We

identify the complex number X with the corresponding scalar oper-

ator. 11(A) denotes the approximate point spectrum of A : a complex

number X does not belong to 11(^4) if and only if there exists a number

k>0 such that ||(.<4 -X)x|| ^k\\x\\ for all xEH. We shall require that

part of the Spectral Mapping Theorem that asserts that, if p is any

polynomial with complex coefficients, then Il(p(A)) = p(Tl(A)), the

latter set being the image of n(^4) under the function p (cf. [3, p.

145]). Obviously U(S-1AS)=T1(A) for any invertible operator 5.

For any complex number X, we define the multiplicity m(A, X) as

the (orthogonal) dimension of the null-space of A* — A. Obviously,

m(S~1AS, X) =m(A, X) for any invertible operator 5. We first require

an algebraic result on multiplicities:

Lemma 1. If p is a nonconstant polynomial with complex coefficients

and distinct roots Xi, • • • , X*, then m(p(A), 0) = 22î m(A, X<).

Proof. We may assume without loss that p(Ç) = XIî (f ~X,-). Let

Ni be the m(A, X,)-dimensional null-space of A* — a¿, i = l, • • • , h,

and N the m(p(A), 0)-dimensional null-space of (p(A))*

= Uî (A* — A<). We claim that N is the algebraic direct sum of the

N{, i = l, • • • , h; since the Ni and N are closed, this will yield the

conclusion.
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Consider any y,GNi, » = 1, • • • , h. If 53î y« —Oi repeated applica-
tion of A* yields 53î X£y¿ = 0, j = 0, • ■ • , h— 1; since the A¿ are dis-

tinct, the nonvanishing of Vandermonde's determinant implies y¿ = 0,

t=l, • • ■ , h. Thus the A7,- are linearly independent.

The Lagrange interpolation formula yields the polynomial identity

(1) 1 = 53 II (Ay - A^-Kf - X,).

For any xGA7wesetyy= H,yy (.4* —X\)#and find yjGN¡,j= 1, ■ • •,

Ä; (1) then implies * = 53?-1 (LT>w (Xy — ̂ <))-1yy. Therefore
A^C 53î A7,-; the reverse inclusion follows from the obvious inclusions

NjGN,j=\, • • ■ ,h.
The next lemma summarizes some important results in [2].

Lemma 2. If K is a compact connected set of the complex plane and

KI~\n.(A) = 0, then m(A, X) has the same value m(A, K) for all
\GK, and there exists 5>0 such that K(~\TÍ(B) = 0 and m(B, K)

= m(A, K) for every operator B with ||5—^4|| ^5.

Proof. If YL'(A) is the complement of II (.4) in the complex plane,

the function A—*Q!(A) is lower semi-continuous (by [2, Theorem 1

and Lemma l]; in the notation of that paper, H(A)=Ad(A), cf. p.

592); therefore KÍ\ñ(B) = 0 if ||5-^|| is sufficiently small. The
conclusion about multiplicities follows from [2, Theorem 4], using

the connectedness of K.

Powers and roots. We continue to consider an operator A on H.

We denote by T the unit circumference in the complex plane; for

any positive number p, pT is then the circumference of centre 0 and

radius p.

Lemma 3. Let A, a positive integer h, and a positive real number p be

given. Then phTÍMl(Ah) = 0 if and only if pY (~\Yi.(A) = 0 ; if this is
the case, then m(Ah, phT) =h-m(A, pT).

Proof. Let pa be the polynomial defined by ph(Ç) =f\ Then pT is

the complete inverse image of pkT under the mapping ph, and there-

fore the above-mentioned Spectral Mapping Theorem for II yields

phTr\IL(A>>)=Ph(pT)r\ph(lI(A))=ph(pTrML(A)). This yields the first

part of the statement. If p*rr"MI(i4*) =pY(~Ml(A) = 0, Lemma 2 im-
plies that m(A, pY) and m(Ah, phT) are well defined.

Denote by £ a primitive ftth root of 1, and let p be the polynomial

P(Ç)=Çh—Ph= IIî (f—£*p)- Since the roots of p are distinct and lie
on pY, Lemmas 1 and 2 imply m(Ah, phY)=m(Ah, ph) = m(p(A), 0)

= ZZ\m(A,^p) = h-m(A,pY).
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Theorem 1. Let A be given, and assume that pTÍMl(A) = 0 for

some positive real number p. There exists ô > 0 such that for every oper-

ator B with || 5 — ̂ 41[ gä the order of any root of B must divide m(A, pY).

Proof. By Lemma 2 there exists S such that if ||5 — A\\ ^5 then

pmn(5) = 0 and m(B, pT) = m(A, pT). If Ch = B, Lemma 3 implies

p1'*rnn(C) = 0 and m(A, pT)=m(B, PT) = h-m(C, p^T).
Remark. Theorem 1 includes the trivial possibilities that m(A, pT)

= 0 (e.g., if p>m||) or that m(A, pT) is transfinite; in these cases,

no restriction is implied for h.

A class of operators on P. We consider in particular the separable

complex Hubert space I2 of square-summable sequences x=(x„),

n= ■ ■ ■ , — 1, 0, 1, • • • , of complex numbers, with the usual norm.

We denote by V the unitary shift operator defined by (Vx)„ = x„_i

for all n and every x.

For any sequence (Qn), « = • • • , — 1, 0, 1, • • • , of positive real

numbers with 0<infn Qnásup« Qn< °° we define the operator Q on

I2 by (Qx)n = QnXn; we denote by M the class of all these "positive

diagonal operators." All elements of M are positive Hermitian; M is

a cone, and an abelian group under multiplication, with (QR)n = QnRn

and (Q~1)n = Qñ1 for Q, REM. M is also invariant under transforma-

tion by V, and (V-1QV)n = Qn+i for each QEM.

We are particularly interested in the operators of the form VQ,

with QEM and satisfying

(2) lim sup Qn < lim inf Q„.
n—*— » n—*-f- «

We require a preliminary result about such Q.

Lemma 4. Assume that QEM satisfies (2) and that the real number p

lies strictly between the limits in (2). Then there exists a real number e

0<e<l, and REM such that S=p-l(V~lRrlV)QREM satisfies

(3) S, ¿ 1 - c for n < 0,       Sn ^ 1 + e  for n ^ 0.

Proof. We choose e so small that

(4) 0 < lim sup Qn < p(l - e) < p(l + e) < lim inf Qn < <x>.
n—»— oo n—*-|-«o

We set Ro = 1 and define (Rn) inductively by

! /min{ 1, p(l - e)^1}     for n < 0,
(j) Rn+lRn =    \ i —1\

\max{ 1, p(l + ¿)Qn }     for n ^ 0.

Since P„>0 for all n, and the second member (5) is equal to 1 for all
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sufficiently large |«|, the sequence (Rn) defines an operator REM.

Now Sn=p-1Rn~liQnRn, so that (5) implies (3).

Theorem 2. Assume that QEM satisfies (2) and that p lies strictly

between the limits in (2). Then pTÍMl(VQ) = 0 and m(VQ, pT) = 1.

Proof. If e, 5 are as in Lemma 4, we have VS=p-1VV~1R-1VQR

= p~iR-1(VQ)R; therefore Tl(VQ) = pIl(VS) and m(VQ, pei6)
= m(VS, ea) for any real number 6. It is therefore sufficient to prove

that mn(FS) = 0 and (using Lemma 2) that m(VS, l) = m(VS, V)
= 1.

To establish the former assertion, we take an arbitrary real number

0 and an arbitrary xEl2 and observe that ((VS—eie)x)n = Sn-iXn-i

—etfx„. We apply the triangle inequality to the "one-sided" sequences

in the following computation:

|| (VS - e»)x\\• fc ¿ ( | xn |   - S„_, I x„_, I )2
—00

•0

+  22 (Sn-l I *n-l |    -   | Xn | )2
1

'{(¿^f-d^-1')"}
+   {(ÇdW)        -(Ski')      }    -

Now by (3), E^^knháíl-e)^-- l^l2 and ^ Sl\xn\2
è (1+<02 22r | *. |2- Therefore

||(75 - e<°)x\\2 £ <2 ( ¿ | xn \2 + ¿ \xn Is) = «*Mh

since this holds for each 0 and all x, we have proved that rnil(FS)
= 0.

Now (((F5)*-l)x)n = ((5F-1-l)x)n = 5„xn+i-x„. A vector x be-

longs to the null-space of ( VS) * — 1 if and only if

(6) xn+i = S„ xn,       n = • • • , -1, 0, 1, • • • .

A sequence (x„) that satisfies (6) is determined inductively once x0,

say, is given. By (3), it satisfies Jx„| ^(1 — e)_n|x0| for n<0, |x„|

^(l+e)-B|xo| for n^O, so that 22"«, |x„|2<°°, and xEl2 for any

x0. The null-space of (VS)* — 1 is thus one-dimensional, and m(VS, 1)

= 1, as was to be proved.

. W2\ 2
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Theorem 3. Assume that QGM satisfies (2). Then there exists S>0

such that if A is any operator on I2 with \\A — VQ\\ ̂ 5 and h is any

positive integer, Ah has roots of each order that divides h, and of no other

order.

Proof. Let p be as in Theorem 2. By Lemma 2 and Theorem 2,

there exists 8 > 0 such that any A with ||^4 — VQ\\ ̂  5 satisfies pYi~\Tl(A)
= 0, m(A, pY)=m(VQ, pY) = l. By Lemma 3, phT(~\TL(Ah) = 0 and
m(Ah, phY) — h. By Theorem 1, the order of any root of Ah must di-

vide h. If k does divide h, Ah,k is a fcth root of Ak.

Remark 1. By taking adjoints, we see that Theorem 3 remains

valid if we replace VQ by (VQ)* = QV~1; if we then reverse the order

of the sequences in I2 we conclude that Theorem 3 remains valid as it

stands if (2) is replaced by lim infn<_„ Qn>l'im supn-.+00 Qn. If we set

Q=\GM, however, VQ=V, being unitary, has a logarithm, and

hence roots of any order.

Remark 2. If we consider the real Hubert space l?R of square-sum-

mable sequences of real numbers, V, Q are well defined on Z| (i.e.,

they are "real" operators on I2); the norm of a "real" operator on I2

is the same as its norm on Z|; and a "real" operator that has no "com-

plex" roots of a certain order surely has no "real" ones either. It fol-

lows that Theorem 3 remains valid if I2 is replaced by l\.

Remark 3. Let D be the annulus {z:p'<|z| <p"}. A complete

orthonormal basis of the Hubert space Ho of analytic functions

mentioned in the Introduction is given by {<pm}, m= ■ ■ ■ , —1, 0,

1, • • • , where tpm(z) = kmzm~\ with km=(2Trf^t2m-1 dt)-1'2. If HD is

identified with I2 by identifying the normalized Laurent series

<p = 53- » xn(pn with the sequence (xn), the analytic position operator,

which satisfies A(¡>= 53-» k~xkn-ixn^.iqbn, becomes VQ, with Q„

= knkñ+i. Now Schwarz's inequality yields kn^kn-ikn+i, so that (Qn)

is strictly increasing, and it is easy to see that 0<lim„„_«, Qn=p'<p"

= limB^+00 Qn< a>, so that QGM satisfies (2). Thus Theorem 3 is

applicable: in particular, Ah has no roots of any but the obvious

orders.

Root-less operators on other Hilbert spaces. Theorem 3 is a par-

ticular instance of a more general result (cf. [4]):

Theorem 4. On any infinite-dimensional real or complex Hilbert

space there exists an invertible operator A o and 5 > 0 such that if A is

any operator with ||^4 —^4o|| <5 and h is a positive integer, Ah has roots of

each order that divides h, and of no other order.

Proof. Any complex infinite-dimensional Hilbert space is, up to
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an isometrical isomorphism, a direct sum 12®H, where H is some

nontrivial Hilbert space. We choose QGM satisfying (2), and define

Ao as the direct sum VQ@l. Aü\s invertible, with A0~1 = Q~17_1©1.

Let Pt^I be a positive real number that lies strictly between the

limits in (2); we have Tl(A0)=Il(VQ)UJI(í)=TÍ(VQ)U{l}, so that
pYC\Yi(Ao) = 0 by Theorem 2. If N is the null-space of (VQ)*-p,

the null-space of A*— p is A^SJO}, since 1—p is invertible on H;

therefore m (A o,pY) =m(A0, p) =m(VQ,p) = l, by Lemma 2 and Theo-

rem 2. The conclusion follows as in Theorem 3.

In the real case the space is of the form 1^@Hr, and the operator

VQ@\. is well defined. We may then consider 1^®Hr as immersed

in the complexification I2®H (where H is the complexification of

Hr); the proof then follows from the proof in the complex case

(cf. Remark 2 to Theorem 3).
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